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Carol: In every job, there is a balance between what you like to do and what you must do.
Learning how to strike a balance between the two can help lead to a more fulfilling and
harmonious career. Today we will discuss words of advice and encouragement based on
our experiences of how we have each taken our roles and transformed them to suit our
talents, strengths, and passions.
Paulina: While we don’t espouse to have all the answers, our collective experience has
helped us gain some perspective on skills, habits, and strategies that may be helpful to
others. You might not be able to change your job description, but you can emphasize
particular parts, create a plan to move through parts that cause you pause, and learn to
reframe your outlook to make a more satisfying workday.

Welcome! My name is Carol Will, I’m the Learning Commons Coordinator at Du Bois
Library since around 2008. I came to librarianship in my 50s and am in the twilight of
my librarian career. I’ve seen a lot of change. Of course COVID has had the most
impact on the Learning Commons and Libraries; currently we are operating with
appointments only. I look forward to this changing soon.
My name is Paulina Borrego. I am a Science & Engineering Librarian, the Patent &
Trademark Resource Center Librarian, and a co-founder and organizer of the Mass
Aggie Seed Library. I come to librarianship as my third career and have worked at the
UMass Amherst Libraries for more than a dozen years. While my title of Science &
Engineering Librarian has remained the same throughout, my job assignments and
priorities have changed drastically over the course of my librarian career at UMass to

allow for an ever-challenging and more satisfying role.
Before we begin, take a moment to think about your workday, what you like, what
energizes you, and what you might dread. With that, think about the hours in your
workday. How much control do you have over your time on a daily, weekly, or monthly
basis? Do you have fixed responsibilities to a service point? Do you work in a
department where new tasks come in and must be completed each day? How much
freedom do you have to set your goals and daily work schedule? What would you
change if you could?
Lastly, for most of us, this pandemic has drastically changed our work routine. What
has worked well, what has been challenging, and what practices do you hope to
keep?
Holding those questions in mind, let’s move through some points to help you create a
more satisfying work day that fits your personal goals, work style, and preferences.
You might not be able to change your work, but you can linger on parts you like,
change direction when the opportunity presents itself, and find a way to move through
areas that don’t suit your liking.
After each prompt, we will take a few seconds for you to jot down something
you learned or can take action on.

Know yourself: what you are good at and
what you don’t like to do

1.

Know yourself: what you are good at and what you don’t like to do.

Paulina:
Knowing yourself, your strengths, goals, and challenges are critical to self-fulfillment
in any job. Take time to do a bit of self-reflection and goal setting. This roadmap will
help you reframe your job to spend less time and energy worrying about things you
cannot change and help focus you on things that bring you joy and satisfaction. Think
about your daily schedule and set aside part of your day to get things done. Know
when are you most productive and the best time for creative passion projects that are
in line with your work flow. If you have flexibility in your workday, use that to your
advantage to carve out a schedule that best suits your work style.
Carol:
I’m aware that I have “personas”, or “moods” that I resort to as necessary. While I do
experience some “imposter syndrome,” I’ve learned to reveal the confident side of me
as a tool in succeeding in my professional role. This doesn’t mean that I don’t have
moments of doubt or insecurity; I have had years in which to proceed through some of
the painful mistakes and insecurities; there are parts of my job that I find “challenging”
The idea is to rebound and convince yourself that you are as good as anyone at what
you do. For me coming across as my authentic self is important.
I’ve realized that the most challenging for me is when I have to compromise my belief
system; my common sense, my naturally skeptical self. I may have to go along with
an idea that I am not on board with or think is frivolous which can make me feel

“dislike” for parts of my job. This can cause me stress and frustration especially if I
feel that I have no way to refuse. Collaboration and group decisions are where it’s
at...challenging for the individualist who prefers solitary work. I like CONCRETE
decisions so that I can move forward with doing my job and completing assignments.
How you might work on this; speak out UNEMOTIONALLY even if you are afraid to.
Overcome your fear and speak your mind but remind yourself often that compromises
need to be made. I have to ACKNOWLEDGE to myself that my way is not the only
way. I also tap into my social side and my enjoyment of being around people (yes, I
do)...it’s a balancing act. I DO like a challenge so that side of me does emerge during
times of crisis. Say no if something seriously compromises your value system.
Know yourself: what you are good at and what you don’t like to do.
What are you good at?
What don’t you like to do?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Be organized and do what’s needed

2. Be organized and do what’s needed.
Carol:
Organization is not my strong point however it is definitely crucial to have some sort of
method to make sure that you have reliable follow through. Being late is not
acceptable to me and the times that I’ve goofed (ex: missed a meeting by mistake) I
get very upset with myself. I have struggled with organization, tried various software
and tools in which to allow me to be less disorganized. I’ve come to accept that I do
not have the ability to stick with one tool, and use my calendar as my base. I keep a
running list of items to address in google drive. I designate priorities, often in my mind,
and address those first. The difficult part for me are the long-term projects/initiatives
that have no definite finish date. These I struggle with the most. I’m a definite “do
concrete things” person. However, my job demands that I participate in those
long-term “abstract” initiatives and I’ve had to deal with procrastination issues (as
connected to my “fear of success” side). Organization can help with procrastination;
but procrastination can lead to a total lack of organization. Paulina is definitely very
organized in her work life and I envy that. Be kind to yourself as the amount of input in
our jobs leads to a sense that we are failing when in fact we are dealing the best we
can with overload.
Paulina:

Getting work done and out of the way, the first thing, is my personal strategy for
making room for projects that require creativity and exploration. It is important to set
aside some time each day for those daily tasks that can pile up. Being responsive
and accountable to others is a large part of working in a community environment. If
the daily tasks are never-ending, find a way to limit or negotiate that work to leave
space for other interests that energize your position. Some people set time limits with
email, and some people use a time monitor such as the Pomodoro Method to make
daily tasks tolerable. Experiment and do what’s right for you to get those daily tasks
done. The workday is a balance of those daily tasks, long term projects, service
requirements, and exploration. Find a schedule that works best for you! Also, find
organizational tools that help you with what you need to stay organized. I religiously
use my daily online calendar to map out and track time for daily tasks and projects,
leaving open time for patron consultations and meetings. Each week I revise the
calendar as new priorities take shape. My online calendar is my roadmap to success,
knowing what I give time to is a direct expression of my values.
Be organized and do what’s needed.
What time of day are you most productive?
What tools do you need to become organized?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Volunteer when you have the time and
energy to deliver

3. Volunteer when you have the time and energy to deliver.
Paulina:
Only volunteer when you know you have the time, energy, and mental space to
deliver. Resentment can undermine your outlook and satisfaction working on a
project, so go into it with a firm sense of commitment. Be upfront with team members
about your capabilities and capacities to engage in the project. Communication is
vital for deadlines and responsibilities, making sure to consider other members’ parts
of the project and how it can all come together. Taking on a new role, project, or
commitment should not be taken lightly. Be realistic and know your limits. This year I
am embarking on a new role, so I worked proactively to clear my schedule of other
competing committees and work assignments. Knowing I have the mental and daily
time to devote to this task makes me feel more prepared to handle what may come.
Carol:
By volunteering we mean choosing to take on additional duties in order to enhance
your role and to build your platform of experience and knowledge. This will lead to
more confidence as well as build strong scaffolding for promotions or a new position.
This is where deciding on how many work hours you are willing to devote to these
other roles will determine how much extra you take on. Both Paulina and I have
served on many library committees. In my early days as a librarian, I served on our
union’s Executive Board; I was quite naive and didn’t always know what was going
on. It can be overwhelming to take on this extra service. I found that I was the most
energetic and motivated in my earlier years; I was very driven in my interest in library

“science”; any topic was of interest to me. I was eager to learn new things. I was
happy to take advantage of the University’s policy that allowed us to take classes.
Some of these never amounted to much but the knowledge has become a part of my
base. Examples would be taking a video course, the theory of learning, and
Leadership topics along with too many technical tutorials/webinars to mention. Also
participation in any number of associations is important for networking and learning.
Recently, I “self-assigned” myself as the Springshare apprentice so as to be available
to be backup as well as to be more motivated to learn the nuances of the software.
Volunteer when you have the time and energy to deliver.
Are there things you would like to volunteer for?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Protect and cultivate your professional career

4. Protect and cultivate your professional career.
Carol:
Reliability, promptness, and follow through are important. These traits show that you
are interested and engaged. How you conduct yourself within your group of peers
and/or as a supervisor of others is way important to your success. Reliability and
consistency lead to trust. Be known for your reliability rather than for your lateness;
participate and try to be prepared...which means engaging with collaboration and not
just attending. In smaller zoom meetings, use your video option when possible. This
conveys that you are truly present and interested. I think that dependability is the
word; especially when supervising others.
Paulina:
Over the course of a career, your priorities and time commitments may change sometimes it is a job, sometimes it is a passion, sometimes outside commitments take
priority, sometimes you can give more than others - one size does not fit all over the
span of years. Be upfront with colleagues to communicate your capacities and needs.
When you begin to feel overloaded or unable to deliver on a committee, task, or
project, communicate this. When you make a mistake or fall short, own up to it.
Respect yourself and others by communicating. Working in a community means
asking for grace and forgiveness from others. It is my experience that co-workers are
willing to help if they know the situation. I tend to lean on the side of too much
honesty and authenticity, but this has worked to my advantage giving me credibility.

Protect and cultivate your professional career.
What have you learned or can take action on?

Think outside traditional librarian
roles and collaboration partners

5. Think outside traditional librarian roles and collaboration partners.
Paulina:
You never know where a good idea will come from or where it will lead. Be open to
thinking outside traditional librarian roles. Engage with a variety of people and see
what takes root. Some projects never get off the ground, no matter how hard you try.
Accept that the conditions and timing might not be right and move on to something
else. (For example, Carol and I started talking about this presentation around 5 years
ago, and just now, after several rejections and iterations, it found its home.) Give
yourself a wide array of interactions with people across your library, campus, and
professional community. Strive to make connections, ask questions, and be engaged,
looking for ways to add your expertise to a situation. Be curious and authentic in your
thinking. If your workday does not offer opportunities for passion projects, look
outside the workplace to professional organizations as a way to connect and grow.
Carol:
Sometimes I struggle with planning and visioning, but fortunately, I have a supervisor
who has really influenced me and opened up doors for me that I might never have
tried opening. Having a mentor can be extremely helpful in finding ways in which to
participate in the field and collaborate with people from other disciplines. I’ve
collaborated with folks from IT, an Anthropology Professor, Open Ed folks from South
Africa, and more. During my sabbatical I attended a wayfinding conference for
airports at Miami International which was way fascinating and surprisingly relevant to
my job. Follow your interests and look for conferences that aren’t necessarily

library-focused.
Think outside traditional librarian roles and collaboration partners.
Are there people you would like to work with?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Network for opportunities:
when opportunity knocks,
answer the door

6. Network for opportunities. When opportunity knocks, answer the door.
Carol:
Learn to take on opportunities that scare you to death! I’m shy and on the reclusive
side. Also you can psych yourself out by taking on topics that don’t necessarily always
rock your world. I did this years ago with assessment of the Learning Commons. Back
in the day, assessment of student learning and learning commons was a big deal and
although assessment isn’t my favorite thing, I was fortunate to get involved with
Ethnographic Research with a wonderful anthropology professor. This led to many
opportunities including some publishing and professional recognition not to mention
that I learned so much about qualitative assessment! There’s an old saying, “throw
your hat over the fence” which is about forcing yourself into a commitment. This is
how I ended up traveling to Japan all on my own because I applied and was chosen
to represent the UMass Libraries at Hokkaido University (I was hoping not to be
chosen). For me, this was a huge challenge to travel that far to a country that I did not
know the language, AND, to do presentations while I was there! It was an incredible
experience and I felt a greater empowerment for myself. Step out of your comfort
zone and remember baby steps that lead to opportunities.
Paulina:
What is your experience when faced with a challenge or new opportunity? Do you
shy away or take a leap of faith? Know yourself and try to stretch your boundaries
and comfort level to open new doors. Are you the type of person who needs to have
it all planned out? Maybe take a risk and experiment with how “not knowing” may

feel. Adopting a framework of experimentation and change can free up expectations
and allow for new openings. I tend to say YES!!!! on the spot, then figure out how to
make it happen. This mindset has allowed me to take on passion projects that give
me more freedom, creativity, and satisfaction in my workday. Again, if your workplace
or situation does not offer such opportunities, look outside to the greater community
for that opportunity for fulfillment.
Network for opportunities: when opportunity knocks, answer the door.
Are there opportunities you would like to act upon?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Invest in yourself and take the time to learn new skills

7. Invest in yourself and take the time to learn new skills.
Paulina:
You will never go wrong by learning a new skill. New skills can offer a unique
perspective and new connections to projects and people. Invest in yourself by setting
aside time each week, month, semester, or year to develop a new skill. Choose a
skill closely related to your work, or if allowed, branch out into something completely
different. Learning a new skill not only adds to your professional menu but offers a
sense of accomplishment, growth, change, and opportunity. A new skill is a way to
look to the future, and sometimes that is the greatest gift of all, the hope it brings. I
tend to love massive, complex projects that take years to complete, requiring new
skills and doing a little bit each day. My personal motto is: Something is better than
nothing. I also have learned the value of hiring a professional coach and highly
recommend this type of relationship to help you set new goals, develop skills, and
stay on track.
Carol:
Lifelong learning...I think this was instilled in me by my mother who, after having 7
children and raising us on her own, returned to school in her 50s, getting her BA and
Masters in Social Work...her love of reading and learning surrounded me as I grew
up. Don’t just look at librarian-related topics. Prior to the pandemic, I enrolled in
Improvisation courses with a total misunderstanding of what Improv is. To my surprise
and delight, Improv showed me a new way of coping with stress, communication, and
working in groups. One tenet of Improv is “you can look good if you make your partner

look good!” If you feel like you can’t participate in actual courses and/or in person
activities, read, read, read. Also, prior to the pandemic, attendance at conferences
can be very energizing and spur you on to new topics of interest. I’m also a huge user
of online tutorials to such as LInkenIn Learning (formerly Lynda) and the database
O’reilly Safari which is chock full of tech and management resources. Make learning a
part of your day.
Invest in yourself and take the time to learn new skills.
What new skills would you like to learn?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Don’t be afraid to be a leader

8. Don’t be afraid to be a leader.
Paulina:
After being a classroom high school teacher for many years, being in charge or
responsible for anyone else was not something I was looking for in my librarian role. I
was the temporary head of the UMass Science & Engineering Library for six-months
early in my position and can honestly say I hated each day. BUT, there are many
ways to be a leader. Sometimes you lead by example, sometimes you lead because
you have a skill in need, and sometimes you lead out of a sense of duty or service.
Whatever the situation, take your leadership role seriously. Carve out the time,
mental space, and energy this task demands and deserves. Leadership is about more
than getting things done. It is an act of selfless grace, being available to mentor and
shepherd others in their professional growth. Be prepared to put aside your opinions
and expectations for the greater good.
Carol:
Paulina, you put this so perfectly. I was pretty much foisted into a leadership role
when I became a supervisor. Prior to that I lead in many ways often simply serving of
as an example to others. Contrary to what many think, leaders aren’t just born to be
leaders. Some people are leaders and don’t even know it! Anyone can be a leader; to
be a good leader means being able to put your own needs aside while allowing for the
growth of others; sometimes at your own expense (just like in Improv).. Giving credit
to others and being a part of the solution can be extremely rewarding. But be
prepared for some intense moments of self-doubt and fear of failure. Recognize that

failure is a part of putting yourself out there; don’t shy away because failure has a way
of teaching us and changing us. Shy away from failure, then you will not succeed in a
high capacity. Also, read leadership literature and watch others who you admire!
Don’t be afraid to be a leader.
Are you ready to see yourself as a leader?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Continually Re-Think, Re-Fresh, Re-New, and Repeat

9. Continually Re-Think, Re-Fresh, Re-New, and Repeat.
Paulina:
Be vigilant about not getting sidetracked. That shiny new assignment, task, or role
may have lost its luster somewhere along the way. Don’t be afraid to let things go and
change course when needed. Also, be vigilant about things that may demand too
much of your time or energy. Some projects or tasks have a way of expanding out of
control. Can you offload parts to others? Can you stop doing something? Can you
ask for help? I often say “No Thank You” to projects or situations that are not in line
with my goals. “NO” is a muscle that needs to be exercised. We all need to be
flexible and give and take, but if all you are doing is giving with no professional reward
or joy in your workday, then maybe it is time to reassess. Be proactive and take
ownership of your career.
Carol:
Have I mentioned lifetime learning yet? Keep the curiosity churning and follow
through on subjects that interest you. Never stay bored even when you are bored!
Librarians have a special benefit of having the tools on their hands to constantly find
new motivation and interests. I agree with Paulina on reassessing assignments if you
can; committee assignments year after year get wearisome, especially when they
aren’t a good fit. Lobby for someone new coming in to get some of the assignments to
put new life into them. Work with your supervisor to adjust your job description.
Continually Re-Think, Re-Fresh, Re-New, and Repeat.

What can you let go of to make room for a new opportunity?
What have you learned or can take action on?

Respect the work-life balance of colleagues

10. Respect the work-life balance of colleagues.
Paulina:
This slide is here for me. I tend to be an all-in type of person. For many years I
worked in a boarding school that was a totally immersive community with school,
sports, and living with the students 24/7. Sign me up for the spaceship to Mars! But,
very few librarians work in a solo environment, so it is important to keep your work,
the work of others, and the library community in mind. I like to have some projects
where I am a solo player to feel a sense of traction and accomplishment while
practicing patience with other projects that move on a different timeline. Having a
variety of tasks, committee assignments, and projects allows for flexibility and a sense
of agency and direction. Working in a community means sometimes letting go of your
expectations. Find a way to honor both your timeline while participating in the timeline
of others and community goals.
Carol:
Very few of us are at liberty to work alone nor would we want to all the time. While I
crave working alone on a set project...it’s to my benefit to collaborate. I can add my
voice while gaining insight from others. Often I have to override a tendency to
compare myself to others; comparing ourselves to others can be debilitating...better
than compare...change these thoughts to admiration and curiosity; network and find
out how they do what they do. They will have questions for you too! I picture my work
life as riding the waves of energy…(similar to how I attempt housework); use the
energy to push toward a goal you want to achieve and use the dips to take time to

think and focus on something that uses less energy and is less stressful. Dispense
with the judgement of others on what you perceive may be others’ shortcomings. You
do not know what their day to day work lives are and how might you feel if others
were judging you in the manner.
Respect the work-life balance of colleagues.
What have you learned or can take action on?

Take a breath to consider all we have shared:
1. Know yourself: what you are good at and what you don’t like to do
2. Be organized and do what’s needed
3. Volunteer when you have the time and energy to deliver
4. Protect and cultivate your professional career
5. Think outside traditional librarian roles and collaboration partners
6. Network for opportunities: when opportunity knocks, answer the door
7. Invest in yourself and take the time to learn new skills
8. Don’t be afraid to be a leader
9. Continually Re-Think, Re-Fresh, Re-New, and Repeat
10. Respect the work-life balance of colleagues
Every situation goes through some cycle of good and bad.
Enjoy the ride, assess the road, and know when it is time to change lanes.
Take a moment to reflect on what we have shared, and write down one thing - one
step - that you can do to move your position from something you like, to something
you love.
We recognize each person has a different work environment, with a range of
responsibilities and opportunities. What we have learned over the course of our
careers is that each person is responsible for creating their own work situation. Yes,

there are some things you cannot change, but how you deal with those fixed tasks is
key. Yes, do what is needed, but keep your eye on the future and set a course for
what you want, taking small steps each day, answering the door when opportunity
knocks, increasing your exposure to new people and opportunities, and gathering
new skills. Most important is clarifying what you want to inform your career roadmap.
Invest in yourself and take the time to do a bit of self reflection. Look for partners, a
mentor, or hire a professional coach to help in this process. Be proactive and create
the type workday you want.
The purpose of this presentation was to plant the seed of change. To help you find a
balance between the job you have, and the job you want. And, most importantly,
helping you reframe your mindset to begin creating a vision and roadmap for a better
and more fulfilling workday. Carol and I shared some tips and advice that have
worked for us. Experiment, explore, and find those habits that work for you,
cultivating your career to fit your workflow, style, and goals.
Paulina and Carol: Thank - you!
We are happy to answer questions.
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